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The Gift of Well-Being
From: Us
Focus on celebrating this holiday season, we'll handle your pet's health
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Pumpkin Spice and Pet Advice
Autumn is here, and so is your pet's wellness visit!
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Healthy Pet, Healthy Life
The services you need to keep your pets happy and healthy.
View all Services
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Animal Hospital of Orange Grove
KEEPING PETS HEALTHY SINCE 1995
Animal Hospital of Orange Grove is a full-service veterinary hospital located in Gulfport, Mississippi. Our main goal is to provide gentle, optimal care for pets that are considered a part of the family.
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Diet & Nutrition
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Laser Therapy
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Take Our Virtual Tour with Dover!
Our hospital was founded by Dr. Mike Anderson in 1995. Our previous facility was a much loved, converted cottage originally built in 1930. As the practice grew, we were fortunate to be able to build a spacious, new facility only 1 mile from our previous location. Join Dover as he explores the facilities and meets our wonderful staff!





Client Testimonials & Reviews

We value our clients' experience at Animal Hospital of Orange Grove. Here is a small sample of the hundreds of happy pets that we have cared for since 1995.
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